Hypac is a world leader in providing light weight vertical mooring capstans for a wide range of vessels. Our mooring capstans are rugged, easy to operate and easy to install.

The simplicity, reliability and quality that has become renowned with the Hypac design has made it a favourite of both ship builders and crews.

Hypac capstan designs take into account vessel requirements and come with a range of options including hydraulic or electric valves, insert rings or deck plates and with or without brake to suit your requirements.
Hypac Mooring Capstan

- Lightweight construction
- To suit line pulls from 10kN to 200kN
- Electric or hydraulic drives
- Deck plate and insert ring options
- Aluminium or steel construction

- Minimal maintenance and quiet operation
- Quiet direct drive motors means no gearbox maintenance
- Can be coupled by a Hypac hydraulic power unit for a complete solution

For more information on the Hypac range of equipment please contact us.
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